Severe Temporal Hyper-Activated States Caused by Noise in Tinnitus and Hyperacusis with Normal Hearing
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Introduction

There are two otologic disorders in which symptoms are subjective, and yet, there is no objective method to measure the pathological severity. It is common sense that hearing loss is the cause of most tinnitus cases, and the hearing loss matches the tinnitus pitch [1,2]. Another otologic disorder, hyperacusis, is known to be commonly caused by loud and high frequency sounds generated in outside environments. However, recently tinnitus and hyperacusis were shown to share the same patterns of increasing activity which is generated in the middle of the signal transmitting process along the intrinsic auditory or cochlear nerve to the brain. Based on the commonalities of these two different disorders, tinnitus and hyperacusis each develop sharing the same root in central auditory process [3]. Central gain enhancement is observed easily as increased activity by neuroimaging of tinnitus and hyperacusis patients. Usually, both otologic disorders show increased activity in various brain areas including the auditory cortex, and these brain areas were affected by various symptoms and types of the disorder, thus previous researches regarding neuroimaging of tinnitus have been revealed more brain areas related to symptoms than hyperacusis.

Neuroimaging methods have repeatedly revealed differences in neuronal activity in the auditory and non-auditory areas including the basal ganglia, posterior cingular cortex, thalamus and para-hippocampus [4] between tinnitus patients and healthy adults. The confirmed brain areas that had increased activity were the auditory cortex, anterior cingulate cortex and insula as well as the connectivity between the auditory cortex and fronto-parietal attention network [4].

It is still difficult to determine the order of the onset areas for the commonly used functional connectivity in various types of tinnitus. The resting state of electroencephalography (EEG) can represent the default mode of tinnitus in real-time, and one of the strengths of the quantitative EEG methodology...
is that it can measure neuronal malfunctions based on power and oscillation. Additionally, another strength is that abnormal activity can be explained by the shape of the oscillation. The frequency and morphology of brain waves (spike, trigonal, bifasic, etc.) represents the function and pathological state of the brain region [5].

In this study, we closely examined the EEG data focusing on the temporal abnormal hyperactivity. Considering the noise condition of the tinnitus and the hyperacusis subjects, we compared EEG data between a no sound (NS) exposed state and a noise-induced (NI) or noise exposed temporal hyper-activated state. We also suggested the common point of the mechanism in the central pathway for tinnitus and hyperacusis after noise exposure in humans.

Case Report

Data were collected from two patients each with a different type of subjective otologic disorder, tinnitus and hyperacusis. We used EEG data, i.e. which was pre-treatment and naive to transcranial stimulation, which were obtained before starting a treatment of the previously performed clinical trials. These studies were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Seoul National University Bundang Hospital in January 2018 (IRB No. B-1710-427-005) and in April 2017 (IRB No. B-1612-373-001). One of the trials was for assessing effects of the combination of two types of transcranial stimulation on tinnitus with depressed mood and the other study was for assessing objectively effects of the hyperacusis treatment. We obtained written consents twice after providing the clinical significance, purpose and use of the data. The first consents were obtained when both subjects were enrolled for previous studies. The second consents were obtained to participate in this study.

Case 1

One of the subjects was a 54-year-old male who has suffered from tinnitus for 4.5 years at that time. He was doing manual labor at a construction site which was a very loud noisy environment. He had slight hearing loss of 30 dB in the left ear and 20 dB in the right ear at a high frequency of 8 kHz. The mean right and left hearing thresholds in the frequency range from 250 to 8,000 Hz were 14.3 (±4.5) and 15.7 (±6.7) dB, respectively (Supplementary Table 1 in the online-only Data Supplement). He complained that the tinnitus intensity was always loud, usually worsening on work days with a better tinnitus status on his days off.

Case 2

The other patient was a 26-year-old female who complained regarding her chronic hyperacusis. The onset was during middle school; thus, her hyperacusis symptoms had been ongoing for almost ten years at the time of her clinical. She had physical symptoms of hyperacusis in the ipsilateral right ear. When the middle ear muscles were contracted and an ear spasm developed due to an unexpected loud noise, a rustling sound was heard in her ear [6]. She felt only unpleasant at the moment when there was a physical symptom in her ear, especially on the right side. Her hearing was within normal range in right and left sides. Her mean hearing in the frequency range from 250–8,000 Hz was 5.7 (±3.5) and 4.3 (±1.9) dB in the right and left ears, respectively (Supplementary Table 2 in the online-only Data Supplement).

Electroencephalography test

The EEG were taken in both subjects with tinnitus or hyperacusis in an electrical and noise shielded room. Using 31 electrodes, resting state EEGs were recorded. While recording the EEG for 5 minutes, there was no sound stimulus except for the subject with hyperacusis (Case 2). And we analyzed and compared epoch time of the silent states of both subjects, after noise-induced (aNI) condition and in no-sound condition. The EEG data were analyzed and compared before and after the subjects were exposed to the noise.

The speech stimulation was given only to the hyperacusis subject. The external sound was from one of the authors, a 28-year-old female voice, and the measured intensity was around 40 decibels. The speech sound was generated outside the shielding booth. The length of the sentence was 2 to 3 seconds. Speech intensity under 20 dB was measured in a noise shielding booth.

Depending on the severity of the auditory cortex activity, considering Fig. 1, we divided temporal cortex activity into the two states, severe temporal hyper-activated state (STHS) and mild temporal hyper-activated state (MTHS). For STHS, EEG data on the working day of case 1 and aNI of case 2 were used, and for MTHS, EEG data on day-off of case 1 and no sound exposed state of case 2 were used.

Regarding the STHS, the post noise-exposed condition for the subjects was denoted as 'aNI' and the STHS was pointed with an empty arrow (Supplementary Fig. 1 in the online-only Data Supplement). Regarding the MTHS, the noise condition was denoted as 'NS' and MTHS was pointed with a filled arrow. In the supplementary data (Table 1), we provided more detailed information.
test. All statistical analyses were performed via IBM SPSS ver. 23 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

Post-processing of the EEG data and analysis of the topography were described in the supplementary data file.

The wave in the high frequency oscillation had several shapes for the two cases, a spiky and trigonal shape, and sometimes, biphasic shapes appeared after exposure to the noise (Fig. 1). In case 1, EEG was performed in the no sound stimulated state on his working day. Among 31 brain areas, especially a high power oscillation and high frequency were observed in T3 and T4, which were located on the primary and secondary auditory cortex, compared to the other brain areas (Supplementary Fig. 1 in the online-only Data Supplement). Severe hyperactivity in the bilateral auditory cortex was maintained throughout the entire time of the EEG test on his working day (Supplementary Fig. 1B in the online-only Data Supplement). Supplementary Fig. 1A (in the online-only Data Supplement) shows a spiky wave on the left side rather than on the right side. Both activities became gradually similar, and at the end of the test, the left and right sides seemed to be the same (Supplementary Fig. 1B in the online-only Data Supplement). Two weeks later on his day off, the hyperactivity was still maintained in the bilateral temporal area, but a few minutes after the start of the test, the activity decreased compared to the beginning of the second EEG as well as the first EEG (Supplementary Fig. 1C, D in the online-only Data Supplement).

The raw EEG recording for Case 2 showed a slightly faster activity in the right auditory cortex compared to the other regions (Supplementary Fig. 1E in the online-only Data Supplement). Supplementary Fig. 1A (in the online-only Data Supplement) shows a spiky wave on the left side rather than on the right side. Both activities became gradually similar, and at the end of the test, the left and right sides seemed to be the same (Supplementary Fig. 1B in the online-only Data Supplement). Two weeks later on his day off, the hyperactivity was still maintained in the bilateral temporal area, but a few minutes after the start of the test, the activity decreased compared to the beginning of the second EEG as well as the first EEG (Supplementary Fig. 1C, D in the online-only Data Supplement).

The raw EEG recording for Case 2 showed a slightly faster activity in the right auditory cortex compared to the other regions (Supplementary Fig. 1E in the online-only Data Supplement) before exposure to the sound. A few minutes later in the noise shielding booth, the temporal hyperactivity was decreased (Supplementary Fig. 1F in the online-only Data Supplement). When the speech sound was heard, the right temporal activity was abnormally excited; thus, the amplitude was higher than before, and pointy and fast oscillations appeared as seen in Supplementary Fig. 1Gb in the online-only Data Supplement. Especially, mainly the right primary and secondary auditory cortex (T4) maintained desynchronized hyperactivities for almost one minute (Supplementary Fig. 1H, I in the online-only Data Supplement). Even though there was no sound stimulus in and outside of the booth, the abovementioned abnormal shape of the oscillations lasted for over 50 to 60 seconds (Supplementary Fig. 1I in the online-only Data Supplement). Eighty seconds later after exposure to the speech sound, the right auditory cortex almost seemed to have a similar oscillation pattern as that of the other brain areas.

The fast and high amplitude with an abnormal oscillation shape is represented as a very strong color, dark red, in Fig. 2A. In the tinnitus subject, abnormalgamma signals were strongest and were observed in the only two electrodes, where are the left and right auditory cortex. The gamma/theta power ratios became stronger and much more powerfully colored for the power ratios of (beta3 and gamma)/(delta and theta). In the hyperacusis subject, both the left and right auditory cortices showed a deep red color; additionally, C4, which is in the post central gyrus, and part of the pre-frontal cortex (F7 and F8) were also dark red.

The MTHS was observed on the day when the subjects were not exposed to a sound or noisy working environment (Fig. 2B). Still, the MTHS of the primary and secondary auditory cortex (Fig. 2, Supplementary Materials in the online-only Data Supplement) in both subjects showed a stronger power at gamma band ratio, gamma/theta ratio and the (beta3, gamma)/(delta, theta) ratio more than other brain areas where the 29 electrodes were located. The tinnitus subject had a
higher activity in the right auditory cortex than the left one, and the hyperacusis subject had hyperactivity in the left instead of the right auditory cortex.

To clinically assess the neuronal activity, we compared the neuronal powers in the seven frequency bands according to each activity state. In the case 1, the inhibit function of beta and gamma, delta and theta bands outputs were much higher compared with the no sound induced condition. However, the delta and theta power aNI condition was reduced to almost zero and increased sharply at the high frequencies in the auditory cortex from alpha (Fig. 3, Supplementary Table 2 in the online-only Data Supplement) to gamma. And nor-

**Fig. 2.** The brain activity of each subject was shown in the brain topography. Scale bar (Maximum power thresholds): Gamma (20), Brain oscillation band ratio (300%). Up side (A and B): Tinnitus subject (M/54). Down side (A and B): Hyperacusis subject (F/26). A: Severe temporal hyper-activated state. B: Mild temporal hyper-activated state.

**Fig. 3.** The comparisons of the neuronal power between the noise conditions were represented in the graph. A: The graph for the comparison among noise conditions and brain areas within each subject. B: The graph for the comparison between no sound exposed state and aNI brain condition. It is represented as the bar graphs on the left side that each state (NS, aNI) of the averaged power density for the bilateral auditory cortices of the two subjects. On the right side of Fig. 4-B, T3, T4, TP7, TP8, and other 27 channels of the other brain areas were averaged each state of the subjects. Error bar: standard deviation. Y axis= µV², *p<0.05. NS: no sound, aNI: after noise-induced.
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The case 2 showed a pattern similar to the case 1, with the lower frequencies slightly higher than the aNI state, and the temporal activity showed a sharp increase at the high frequency bands (Fig. 3). Neuronal power comparisons between aNI state and NS state within the same brain areas, for example, between the auditory cortex of the aNI state and the NS state and between the other brain areas of aNI state and the NS state, were statistically highly significant (Fig. 4, Supplementary Table 3 in the online-only Data Supplement). High differences were observed in the appearance rate of the neuronal activity between the NS state and aNI state, and a much lowered inhibition function of the aNI state was observed from the outside.

In the results of brain oscillation of the case 2, we could guess the brain states of the hyperacusis subject according to the noise environments. Her resting state of the brain activity mainly bilateral auditory cortex after noise exposure in silent condition.

From the results mentioned above, temporal hyper-activated states caused by noise can be classified into two states based on the morphology of the neuronal oscillation. One is the STHS, for which many spikes (Fig. 1) were observed in the auditory cortex after noise exposure, and the other is MTHS which was observed for no exposure to noise on that day. The MTHS did not show spikes (Fig. 1, Supplementary Fig. 1D in the online-only Data Supplement); however, fast beta and gamma frequencies were observed with a more synchronized wave on the auditory cortex (Supplementary Fig. 1J in the online-only Data Supplement).

In the results of brain oscillation of the case 2, we could guess the brain states of the hyperacusis subject according to the noise environments. Her resting state of the brain activity in a residential environment may be repeated the E, F and J conditions. However, on her usual working hours in the school, which is her working environment, the brain activity may be maintained G-H-I-(E)-G-H-I-(E) ··· while exposing to a noise even though it was a small speech sound below 20 dB. In case 1, the EEG which was done on the working day, showed the STHS for the entire 5-minute epoch, and there was no MTHS observed (0%). However, for the day-off, the EEG showed the MTHS for 30% of the 300-second epoch of the EEG recording. The main function of these hyper-activated areas (bilateral auditory cortex), is to recognize the first stage of hearing, sound recognition, and mainly the sounds generated from the outside.

These results suggest that sound can cause an abnormal activity, especially in the primary and secondary auditory cortex, and can develop into chronic tinnitus or hyperacusis if the severe hyper-activated states of the auditory cortex prolonged in a silent environment after noise exposure. The
reason that the symptoms become to chronic or severe is probably because the hyperacusis subject does not recognize the symptoms when exposed to the sound which is below her uncomfortable level (UCL, Supplementary Table 3 in the online-only Data Supplement).

The subject with hyperacusis showed a slightly elevated activity of the auditory cortex for several minutes in a silent state where no sound was heard in the shielded booth. The case 1, in which tinnitus was induced by noise, was longer in terms of the duration of the symptoms, from a few hours to a few days, and had a high frequency of severe hyperactivity. The bilateral primary and secondary auditory cortices were abnormally activated from 1 minute (case 2) to several hours or days (case 1) due to an auditory event or a sound stimulus.

Continuous exposure sensitizes the neurons of the auditory cortex, and that makes abnormally hyper-activated, resulting in much lower hearing thresholds. This speech sound, smaller than the UCL, resulted in a strong and hysteric response (spiky, trigonal and bi-phasic shape) in the auditory neuron and a desynchronized pattern especially in the primary and secondary auditory cortex for a longer time (Unlike the brain wave, the patient’s attitude was remarkably calm, and she did not feel any discomfort when she exposed to speech sounds and did not recognize the difference from the silent condition).

According to previous studies, the noise level in daily life is usually a mean 55–70 dB [12], and the result of this study showed that temporal desynchronization was observed at an intensity higher than 65 dB [8,10,11]. Compared with previous results, we found that it is different from the general situation of healthy adults and may be different from otologic disorders developed due to other causes. In the case of tinnitus with hearing loss, tinnitus occurred and worsened in the disorders developed due to other causes. In the case of tinnitus of healthy adults and may be different from otologic results, we found that it is different from the general situation of healthy adults and may be different from otologic disorders developed due to other causes.
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performed to identify differences of brain activity among NI subjects and other causes induced tinnitus and hyperacusis patients with normal hearing.
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